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ABSTRACT

The strength of wood in tension pelyendicular-to-grain has been studied by several
authors nncl found to depend on specin~engeometry. In this paper, the weakest-link concept
has been applied to predict the relationship betwecn spccimen volu~neand load-carrqing
capacity for Douglas-fir spcci~ncnsloaded in unifor~n tension perpendicular-to-grain. 'Tht.
thvory allowed the prediction that logarithm of ~naxilnumstrength should decrease linearly
with logarithnl of volmne. Experimental data taken fro111 the literature were used to
t~valuatethe theoretical nrodel ant1 agreement was found to be high (R' 3 0.85). Averagct
strength of a unit volun~eis approximately 460 psi, whereas ihe predicted strength of a
10- x 10- x 20-inch specinlcn (2000 inches" is approximately 100 psi. The magnitudv of
the size effect may drpencl on the quality of ~naterialin the specimens, I ~ u tcertainly an).
rational developmc,nt of working stresses for tension pe1pendic:ular-to-g~.ain must consider
clffects of speci~nen(or structural component) size.
Atlclitional ke!lzcror~ls: Pse~ldotszcga mcnziesii, size effects, tension, Weibull distribntion.
strength, duration of load, glucxtl-laminated beams, pitched-tapered beams, design o f
structures.
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The relationship between structltre loadcarrying capacity and the size, shape, and
stress distribution within members has been
documented for illany materials, including
wood (Weibull 1939a,b; Pierce 1926; Tucker
1927, 1941; Frankel 1948; Epstein 1948;
13ohanne11 1966; Johnson 1971; Leicester
1973; Keenan and Selby 1973; Schniewind
and Lyon 1973). The size, shape, and stress
distribution effects observed in materials are
a manifestation of material strength as defined classically. In the classical theory of
strength, as einbodied in tlie maximumstress theory, for example, it is assumed that
strength is controlled by a combination of
stress conlponents, with failure occurring
when this gcneralizetl stress reaches a rnaxiinurn value. This strength
concept
- makes
use of tlie mean strength obtained from a
11uml1erof geometrically similar tests as the
measure of n1:iterial strength. The implications of natural variability observeci in tests
of similar specimeils are often neglected
ancl it is this variability that gives rise to
various "statistical" effects that influence
loacl-carrying capacity ( Weibull 1952).
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I)ISTRIHUTION ON STRENGTH

Theoretical concepts
To sinlplify the discussion, it is assumed
that all variability in load-carrying capacity
is due to natural material variability.
Johnson (1971) has discussed in more
general terms the effects of statistical variation of loads and strength. A complete
e~7aluationof risk of failure would necessariiy recluire a thorough knowledge of
statistical variation of load quantities, but in
the following sections loads will be considered deterministic.
Weibull ( 193%) presented the first
theories capable of quantifying effects of
stress distril)~~tion
and volunle on strength
of materials. Thc: weakest-link concept,
previously used by Pierce (1926) and
Tucker ( 1927), was fundamental to the
development. By considering the strength
of a rriaterial to be al~alogousto tht: strength
of a chain, \Veil)ull showed bow strength of
rods would 1,e n fullction of length as fol10\vs:
Assume that strengths of specinlens of
unit (or elcinentary) voluil~e are represented 11y a cumulative distribution function. The distribution function of strength
is dcnoted 11y F ( x ) , where F ( x ) =
P ( S < x ) and x and X are the generalized
stress and strength components. The frequency distril~utionf ( x ) , is obtained from
the cumulative distribution accortling to
f ( x ) = dF(x:)/dx. Given this definition of
strength, we want to predict the 1)cbhavior
of a structure: containing n unit (or elernentary ) volnnies.
At this stage it is ileccssary to n~akt.solne
assumptions about material fracture. For
these purposes Johnson ( 1971) considered
three material types:
1. Perfectly brittle-material
in which
total failure occurs when fracture occurs at the weakest point;
2 . Perfectly plastic-failure
by ductile
yielding; failure occurs when maxiInurn load capacity of any cross section
is exceeded;
3. Ihittle materials that do not follow

t l ~ eweakest-link concept; ~naximnm
loatl-bearing capacity docs not necessarily coillcidc wit11 fracture of weakcst ele~nent.

it is possible to conceive of structtires n~liere
this is not the case-for example, stn~ctures
composed of parallel strands where a singlecomponent
failure redistributes load to the
rerlliliiting conlponeilts. Such lnaterials
\\'eibull (1939a,b) developed the theory
woulci not fall in the class of perfectly
to explain effects of ~7olu111e a i d stress
brittle materials.
c1istril)ution on strength of perfectly brittle
Pierce (1926), one of the first scientists
tnaterials. Using the chain analogy, the
to study the statistical nature of strength
effect of t11e number of elementary volumes
can be c i ~ l c ~ ~ l a tusii~g
ed
the c~~mulativeand size effects, recognized the relutior~ship
distri1)ution fuliction for the clenientary l)et\veclt size effects and the general statistical pro1)lem of tleterillining the distribuvolutncs. F ( s ) gives the proba1)ility that
stre~rgtllis less than or eclual to x; therefore tion of extreme values of a sample taken
from a parent distribution. Johnso11 ( 1971)
1 - F ( Y ) gives the probability of strength
discussed the distribution of extreme values
being greater than x. Tlle probability that
ill detail as they related to size, shape, and
a dlain of 11 links will have strength greater
stress distribution effects. Using very genthur~or equal to s is given by:
eral arguments, it is possible to show that
three types of cxponc.ntia1 distribution are
possilde, whicl~are called the Type I, 11,
and III extreme-value distributions. The
where F,, is the probal~ilitytlistrilmtio~~
for
Type I11 distril~utiot~
fi~ilctiollis givcn by
cllain\ ot 11 links, and S,, is the. survival
( Cnlnl)eI 195s)
prol)al)ilit?.
T'~ki11gIog:~ritl~ins:

If thc c l e n ~ e n t n r ~
voltutlcs 11;lve unit
vol~unc, then the cnmrtlative tlistribution
fui~ctiolr has the form F,. = 1 - exp(B)
where B = VIIL[ l - F ( x ) 1. Generally the
stress tlistribution withi11 the botly varies
with position nild the coatri1)ution to U from
each ele~nentary volurne dV is gi\icn by
dB = ~ l ( x ) t l vwhere n ( s ) = In [ I - F ( s ) ] .
l'llcreforc dl3 is n fnnction of position ant1
tho total v:l111c of 13 is git7e11 1)y:

where I, is :I sc:ale factor and xl an arbitrary
1owc.r litnit of possil~levalues. This distribution is identical to that chosen by Weibull
( 1 9 3 9 ~ ) .It appears that Weibull's choice
of the form of 15 (Eq. 2 ) was plirely
expedient, in that it provided a 111nthematically simple clistril~lltionflnlctioll. Tlie
spc.cializatio~~
of 13 according to

po(lucc~\a c ~ ~ n ~ u l n ttlistribntion
ivc~
function
of gt~ll(~r'11
tortn:
k
Therefore, we observe that the cumu(6)
F ( x ) = 1 - e x p [ - ' ( ( x - x ) / x o ) dv] .
lative c1istril)ution fl~ilctionfor matc.rials that
follow the weakest-link concept is of the
e~ponentialtype. To this point we have
considered the effect of n~lmbcrof elernents
o11 strcngtll when elernents are assumed to
act in series. In this case, it is obvious that
strc~igth of the weakest cllcment controls which is identical in form to the Type I1
strength of the stnlcture. \T'eil)ull also
' This cur~~ulative
clistribution function has bcen
argued thiit thc same weakest-link model tlrfinc,tl as Typc. I1 1)). Johnson ( 197 1 ) which
applied for c~le~nents
in parallel. Cc,rt:~iiily alq>cxal.sto ro~ltratlictcon~~entional
notatio~~.
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Combined volume and strc;ss
clistribution variation
Effects of different stress distributions
and volumes in specimens can be assessed
by generalizing the method developed to
where ml = mean strength at a reference study volume effects alone. The integral to
vol~umeV, and ~ ' ( xis) the gamma f~~nction. be evaluated in all cases is (from Eq. 6 ) :
Therefore, when xl > 0 the coefficient of
variation decreases as V incrcascs; however
cv rerllains constant if xl = 0 (i.c. two-pawhich has, in the general case, a value that
ranletcr Weil~ull).
Using the concepts presented above, can l)e expressed in the form
\\'eibull was able to show effects of volume
and stress distribution on strength. The
previous applications of size-effects theory
to stuclies of wood strength have relied on where V = specimen volume, J, a constant
applications of the two-parameter Weibull depending on the stress distribution and the
distril~ution ( Hohannen 1966; Leicester shape parameter (for a uniform stress distri1973). This choice appears rational, par- l~utionI/ = 1). From Eq. 1, define a survival
ticlilarly for studying tensile strength probability S ancl using Eq. 14:
perpendicular-to-grain and additionally affords benefits by reducing the co~nplexityof
thc analysis.
Evaluation of Eq. 14 for sinlple bending
Effect of volume variation
yields
To evaluate the predicted cbhange in
strt,ngth with volume in geoinetrically similar specilllens with similar loading, Eq. 7
i \ employed. Assume that the cumulative where (I,,= n~aximumbendiilg stress, VU =
distribution function, F ( x ) , has been deter- volume of bending specimen, tr,, and
mined for a specirnen of volume V,. Then k = scale ant1 shape parameters, rtbspec:tccording to Eq. 7 (assluning xl = 0 ) .
tively.
The strength of an equivalently loaded
volunle in pure tension can be calct~lated
according to:
and the values of k and x,, are obtained by
fitting the experimental data.
The strength of specimens of volume V:!
is obtilinecl by considering any fixcd value of
F( s ) = 0.5; then
Therefore

eutreme-value distribution. The coefficient
o f variation ( c v ) is given by (Johllson 1971)

and in general the effects of stress and
volunle differences are given by:
Therefore

It can be show11 that the combined effect
of differences in stress distribution and vol-

unie call 1)e reduced to a change in equivalent volume. Comparing the predicted
strengths of siniple bending ant1 tension
specimens in which ultimate capacity is
controlled by tensile strength shows that for
the same specimen the strength ill uniform
trnsion would be less thin1 in simple bending, according to:

ship between varialdes that otherwise could
be deduced only by trial.
AI'I'LICATIONS

OF TIIF,

WEAKEST-LINK MODEL

Although the distribution presented by
TVeibull has found a great variety of upplications, it does not appear to have been
widely applied in studying wood niechanical behavior. 111 fact, the principal application appears in the study of size effects in
Or equivalently, to have a tensile strength \,ending 1,y Boha~men( 1%6), who found
of clear 1)eams
equal to the I~endingstrength, tht. vo111me that changes in stre~~gtli
produced 11y changes in span a11tl depth
of the specimens nus st 1)e reltltcd by:
could be accounted for satisfactorily by a
weakest-lilik model.
It will also 11e inlportant for s ~ ~ b s e c l ~ ~ e n t
analysis and discussion to ol~servethat if we
Design of structures that results in develasstlme a weakest-link model as an hypothe- opment of tensile stre\ses perpendicular-tosis, then thc theory predicts that the relation- the-grain generally should be avoided ( DIN
ship between strength and volume for 1969; Gower 1974). Tensile strength pergeonletrically similar specimens, si~nilarly pendicular-to-grain in all structural species
loaded, should 1)c linear on :I log-log plot. is low, ~~slially
less than 1000 psi, c:vrli for
Fro~n15q. 15.
s~nall clear specimens. Additionally. the
radial antl tangential planes are natural
cleavage planes in which natural cracks
( checks ) often develop because of initial
: u ~ dtherefore
drying or subsec~uent~noisturt:co~rter~t
and
temperature changes. Checks, once present,
can propagate, because of changing environnients. Tensile strength perpendicular-toAccordingly
grain characteristically exhibits a high variability, a fact recognized by design code
recluirt:ments that mean tensile strength
l o g xmax = a - ( l / k j l o g V
(24)
perpendicular-to-grai~l be reduced by a
larger percentage than any other strength
where
property in the calculation of allowable
a = ( l / k ) log [fn(l/S)l
stress.
+ log xo - ( l / k ) l o g . .
(25)
Significant tensile stresses perpendicularto-grain can develop in curved I~eams,conThe applical~ility of the, weakest-link nections, antl ally structural element where
hypothesis can be assessed 11y stl~tlyingthe applied loads are at an angle to the grain.
relationship between logarithn~ of failure In particular, the development of adequate
stress and logarithm of specimen volume for radial tcwsile strength in pitched-tapered
geometrically similar structures with similar 11enms has received considerable attention
stress distril~utions. The slope of the rela- recently. 111 general, the performance of
tionship should be the inverse of the shape pitched-tapered l~eamshas been atlecluate,
parameter. Therefore, working with :I 11ut a few 11eanrs have developed radial tenstrength hypothesis, we are provided with sion cracks in service at loads collsidrrably
i~lfor~natioii
allout the thc>orcticnl rel,'1 t'1011- 1)elow design-load levels. In thc search for
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an explanation of these failures, a Inore exact
linear-elastic stress analysis wiis developed
( Foschi iuid Fox 1970) ilnd experimentally
vcrificd ( Fox 1970; Foschi 1971). More
accmatc. stress analysis showed that the
previously used design foimula (Wilson
1939) could significantly underestinlate the
nrauim~ml radial stress in pitched-tapered
I)c;lms, illthough the validity of the Wilson
forlllula was verified for curved \>earns
of constant depth. Inclependently, Thut
( 1970) and Gopu et :ll. ( 1972) have verified
the findings of Foschi and Fox, but unfortunittelp, even wing the improved stress
analysis, some in-service failures cannot be
explained. In addition to accurate stress
analysis, successf~~ldesign relies on a
1.t4ia\>leknowledge of the ultimate loadcarrying capacity of the material. If it is
;lss~umed that currently ;lvailal)le stress
al~alysesare adequately accurate, then it is
logical to ussmne that our knowledge of
~ ~ l t i m n tstrength
e
is deficient. 'This conclusion is supportetl 11y the anomalies that
cxist in the literature.
At the present time in Canada, the allowaldc tensile stress perpendicular-to-grilin is
65 psi for dry service conditions and norn~al
load duration in glued-laminated Douglasfir (CS-4 1970). The maximum radial
tensile strcxs allowed 11y the American
111stitute of Timber Construction for unreinforced members is c~irrently 15 psi
( AITC 1972). These allowable stresses are
normally derived froin tests of small, clear,
g1.ec.n specimens according to ASTM proce(lures ( ASTM 1971) . The average strengths
ol)tained from the tests must be modified to
accomit for material variability, moisture
contei~t,tluration of load, grade, a11c1 a factor of silfety. The allowable tensile stress
~erpmidicular-to-the-grili11of 65 psi has
1)ec~iimodified accordingly from an average
air-dry strength of 444 psi for ASTM speciIllens ( Kennedy 1965). This allowable
stress is 11st~1for all curved and pitchedtapered \)earn designs independent of bean1
gcomcbtry and loading. Presu~naldy,it has
1)ecn tacitly assumed that the actual factor
of safety against ultimate load is :I constant,
indepv~idc~nt
of other strength criteria. In

subsequent sections, the effect of specimen volume on the tensile strength of
clear and glued-laminated uniforinly loaded
specimens will be summarized. Thc: applicnble size-effect theories will be discussed
and used to evaluate size effects in tension perpendicular-to-the-pi11under static
short-term loading conditions and cor~stant
environ~nentalconditions.
SIZE EFFECTS I N TENSION

PEHI'ENDICULAR-TO-G13AIN

Markwardt and Youngquist ( 1956) reviewed the development of tensile test
methods and presented sonle exp<:ri~neiltal
information showiiig effects of spc.c:imen
size and stress distribution on strength
measured in tension. No attempt was rnade
to explain differences in strength ol~served,
however. Of particular interest to the
present study is the information presented
011 test methods and results for tension
perpendicular-to-grain. I t appears, from
the great number of different standard test
specimens, that no miiversally accepted test
method has I)c,en fo~~ncl.
The results presented show that strengths obtaincstl are
specimen-dependent, which makes evaluation of inaterial properties extrcxinely
difficult. For example, reducing the. widtl~
of the ASThl specimen (Fig. l a ) from 2
inches to 1 inch was found to increase
strength of Ilouglas-fir from 254 to 312
psi and from 395 to 398 psi for radialand tangential-failure surfaces, respectively
(Markwarclt and Youiigcluist 1956).
Several authors have used uniforinly
loaded rectangular blocks ( Fig. 1L)) to study
tensile strength of Douglas-fir (FOX1974;
Madsen 1972; Thut 1970; Schniewind and
Lyon 1973; Peterson 1973). 'The major atlvantage of this type of speci~nenis that a
more uniform distribution of stress is obtained, but prol~lemsare sometimes elrcolintered in that failures nlay occur at or near
the load-application points. Such fi~ilures
also occur in necked specimens, however.
Stieda2 ( 1965) compared the strength of
ASTM specimens with that o b t a i ~ l c ~from
l

' Unpul~lishctl data, Western
1,al)oratory.

Porcsst P~.c~ducts

J . D. BARRETT

a.ASTM Standard

h. R e c t a n g u l a r B l o c k s uniform tension (Schniewind
and L y o n 1973; F o x
1974 ;
Madsen
1972 ; Peterson
1973)

c. N e c k e d S p e c i m e n
(Schniewind and
L y o n 1973)

d. S i m p l e B e n d i n g
( S tieda

1965)

FIG.1. Specimens used for measuring tensile strength perpendicular-to-the-grain cited in this study.

small, clear bending specimens of different
sizes (Fig. I d ) . Schniewind and Lyon
(1973) also studied tensile strength of
Douglas-fir using a sinall necked-down
specimen (Fig. l c ) and a rectangular block.
Although all authors recognized effects of

specimen size, no attempts were made to
relate the test results by applying sizeeffects theories.
Experimental studies of tensile strength
perpendicular-to-the-grain in glued-laminated blocks studied by Thut (1970),
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TAULC.
1. Tensile strength results for uniformly loaded glued-laminated Douglas-fir blocks of commercial
nmtcrial loaded perpendicula~s-to-the-grain
Nominal *
ditiiensiuns
inches
4.5 x 4.5 x 13

n~c

-11

12

22

Average
vo I ulne
inct13

Average
strength
psi
-.

263

A l l l a i l l i n a t i o n t h i c k n e s s 1.5 i n ~ h e sexcejj! P e t e r s o n (1973) wtlcl.e

*+

I n d i c a t e d as FOX (1974-1) on r i g . 2 dnd 2.

C o e f f i c i e n t Source
o f variation

-

128

*

14adsen ( 1972), Peterson ( 1973), and Fox
(1974) suggest that tensile strength of
l~locksis less than that obtained from ASTM
specimens. Blocks studied were cut from
glued-laminated beams of commercial material, except for one set of clear gluedlarninated blocks studied by Madsen
(1972). The dependence of strength on
specimen geometry raised many questions,
particularly for the assignment of allowable
working stresses in tension perpendicularto-grain for curved beams.
In a most detailed study of tensile strength
perpei~dicularto grain, Fox (1974) used
large glued-laminated blocks to study effects of testing speed, moisture content,
specimen cross-section area, and length on
strength of blocks obtained from four manufacturers. A statistical analysis showed that
the effects of nloisture content (6% vs. 18%)
and testing speed (0.02 inch rnin~lvs. 0.10
inch min-I ) were not significant. Changes
in specilneii length ( 7 inches vs. 22 inches)
and cross section ( 3 inches x 3 inches vs.
5 inches x 5 inches) produced significant

.

Standard
deviation
psi

42

t l i i c k r ~ e s svid: 9!16

.33

T h u t (1970)

inch.

changes in strength. Results are summarized in Table 1 with results on uniformly
loaded blocks obtained from the literature.
These data provided information that
could be used to evaluate a size-effect
theory. Since results of Fox (1974) showed
that both the transverse and length dimensions of test specimens influenced strength,
a volume effect was anticipated, and a plot
of log strength vs. log volume for data of
Table 1 appeared to support a hypothesis
that a weakest-link failure mode was operative. On such a plot, the specimen volumes
covered appl-oximately one decade (56
inches3 to 632 inches3). Three additional
tests were undertaken to extend the range of
specimen sizes to cover approximately 2.5
decades ( 16 inches3 to 3650 inches". The
geometry of these additional specimens was
chosen to test new cross-section areas and
new lengths with volumes adjusted to provide the wide range of volumes required to
evaluate the weakest-link hypothesis. As
pointed out by Fox (1974), the material for
the three additional tests was obtained and

TABLE
2. Additional tetlsile test results for the glued-laminated Douglus-fir blocks Fox (1974)* used to
assess weakest-link hypothesis
Nominal
dimensions
inches

*

mc

I n d i c a t e d a s Fox ( 1 9 7 4 - 2 )

n

on F i g . 2 and 3

Average
volume
inch3

Average
Strength
inch3

Standard
deviation
psi

Coefficientp

o f variation
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vl

L e a s t S q u a r e Fit-J
(all data)

...

Z

-

w

Thut,(1970)
Fox, (1974-1)
Lower
Fox, ( 1 9 7 4 2 )
Madsen, (1972)
S c h n ~ e w l n da n d L y o n , ( 1 9 7 3 )
Peterson,(l973)

90% T o l e r a n c e Bound l

;,

-

\
,

open symbol: c l e a r material
solid s y m b o l : c o l i i n i c r c i a l m a t e r i a l
half solld: c l e a r g l u e d l a n i ~ n a t e d

" .
1 0-

I

I

1

10

12
10

VOLUME (in.2)
I+'rc.. 2. H c . l a t i o n \ h i p 11c.twrcn s t r e n g t h and volume for u n i f o r m l y l o a d e d D o u g l a s - f i r b l o c k s

tested approxi~natelytliree years after the
original expc,riinent summarized in Table 1.
Hest~ltsfor the three additional specimen
sets arc smmmarized in T a l ~ l e2.
Tensile strength perperldicular-to-grain
of slnall clear specimens is usually meas ~ ~ r c using
tl
ASTM speci~uens. However,
Schniewind and Lyon ( 1973) measurcd

- pec~len
type

-

~ - -~
- - - - --- 11

ii!~

-

- - - .- -

~

~

Noliiinal
dllnensiuns
inches

tensile strength perpendicular-to-grain in
Douglas-fir dimension lumber using a uniformly loaded block and a small aeckeddown specimel~.Stieda ( 1965) studied thc
strength perpendicular-to-grain of' $mall
clear bending specimens in relation to
ASTM t e ~ t s .The results of these test\ are
s~nnrnarizedin Table 3.

...

~

Average
volunie
1nih3

Average
strength
psi

......
- . ~

Standard
deviati3n

-

~

Cueffici~~lt
o f variation

-

~

iource

psi

~~UI lor111 t e n s i u i i

12

11

5.13

5.13 x 21

632

191

40

0.21

Jniform t - n r i n n

12

1:

1 . 6 2 1 ~ 2 ~ 6

19.5

363

(1 7

0.24

ASTN

12

374

443

154

0.35

~

h

Madsen (19721

1

hchniewind
& Lyon , 1 9 i j i

WFPL ( u n p u b l i s h e d
data)

Assk~~~ied
~ u n i f o r ~ n llyo a d e d volume was t w i c e volume o f t h e volume i n

" All

f r i l u r c s u r f a c e s i n IPL p l a n e

the minimum Cross s e c t i o n
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A

V)

-

3

I
b-

L3

2-

zl@
W

u

N_hN__--.V-__N__-___C_NVV_NVI

c

r

y

P R E S E N T ALLOWABLE WORKING S T R E S S
( d r y s e r v i c e condition, normal l o a d d u r a t i o n , CSA-086)
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VOLUME (in?)
1"~:. ,'3. Lincw rc.grc.ssionn vcloationh relating strc~ngtll to volunlr for unifornlly loaded blocks of
corl~lrlc~rcial
a n d clvar IIo~~glas-fir.
VE11IFICAI'IOS OF 'TIIL', WEAKEST-IJNK

1\101)E1,

It is n o w possible to study the validity of
the theoretical nloclel using thc results of
tests 011 uniformly loaded specin~ens. The
p;wticular advantage of employing the
model of behavior is that the theoretical
analysis has shown all appropriate: for111for
plotting of the data. Recall that Eel. 24 indicated that a log-log plot of stress 1,s. volume
sliould 1)e linear, if strength is controlled by

the strength of the weakest volume element.
All results cited are plotted accordingly in
Fig. 2, with the range of experinlental observations at specitic volume5 indicated by the
vertical bars. The solid syn~bolsrepresent
data collected on glued-laminated blocks of
c o ~ n m e l c i ~ grade5
~l
( 1.5- and 0 . 5 6 - i n c h
lamination thickne\s, see Tables I and 2 ) .
The open sy~nl~ols
represent data derived
from clear material and the partially solid

FI'.4tc~,c:t. S Z ~ I I I I of
~ Zr~( yZr~( ~! .~~ ~ ri o( ~t t, ~ t ~ohtuitied
lt,s
for clcur utntl glr~rcl-k~it~ii~atctl
blocks b)adcrl it^ rrniforn~
tc,nsior~ ~~er))~~tlic~~la~-to-gruir~
Clear

,*

C o m ~ e r ca1
i

k*

R2**

DF***

a

k

All d a t a

~2

DF

a

k

R~

DF

I n d i v i d u a l data

2.673

7.68

0.76

50

2.675

4.584

0.35

359

2.656

4.884 0.54

411

Means o n l y ( n o w e i g h t i n g )

2.676

7.369

0.97

1

2.659

4.857

0.83

8

2.656

5.182 0.85

11

Means o n l y ( w e i g h t i n g b y
sample s i z e )

2.673

7.680

0.97

1

2.671

4.628

0.84

8

2.654

4.9020.87

11

*

C o e f f i c i e n t s o f r e g r e s s i o n eqn. l o g

**

Coefficient o f determination

***

Degrees o f freedom

,I

=

a -

k

log V
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SHAPE PARAMETER

SHAPE PARAMETER
FK:. 1. 'rc>cl~~c'r~cytlistl.il>~~tions
for computed
shape parameters of the clear and commercial
matc,~ial.

syml~olscorrespond to glued-laminated clear
material. For the purposes of plotting, the
effective ~iniformlyloaded volun~eof the
neckccl-clown specimen ( Schniewind and
IAvoll1973) was chosen as 0.225 inch? An
analysis l~asedon fitted-shape parameters
will show this was an acceptable estimate.
Initially, linear-regression coefficients a
ant1 k of E(r. 24 were calculatecl using data
from all tcsts, then the data for clear and
conimercinl material separately. The results
,Ire presented as the first entry in Table 4.
The coefficient of determination (1i2)gives
a measurc of rcooclness of fit. The R2 values
obtained using all data points are not high
and would not support the hypothesis of a
weakest-link strength concept with a high
degree of confidence. Thc analysis does
suggest that the clear ~naterialand cornrnercial material behave differently with
increases in volume. The rednctions in
strength with increasing volurne in clear

-

u

material do not appear to be as large as
observecl in the commercial material. I t was
then recognized that, as part of the development of the weakest-link theory, the variation in strength at a given volume was
assumed to be explained, and consecluerttly,
a rational evaluation of the theory shoul(1 be
n ~ a d e by studying the change in mean
strength with volume. Regression coefficients were then obtained for the three cases
previously studied, by relating mean
strength to mean volume first by using individual means and second by weighting the
means by sample size. The results of these
;~nalysesare also presented in Table 4. The
plotted regressions are shown in Fig. 3. As
expcctecl, the 139alues improved and the
lowest R' value is 0.83 for commercial material. The logarithm of strength of a
~ m i tvohime predicted by the regression
ecyuation is essentially unchanged by method
of analysis or material category ranging
from 2.654 to 2.676. Weighting of the meal1
v:llues improved the R%alues and changed
the shape paraineters only slightly.
In order to plot the corrected ASTM
strength values and the results of Stieda,
values of the shape parameter are rtquired.
In the theoretical analysis it was shown
that the value of the shape parameter obtained from individual cumulative-distribution functions should be the samc: as
that obtained by fitting a linear-reqression
equation to the log-strength vs, log-volutne plot. Cumulative-distribution functions
were fitted to the data at individual volumes. For sample sizes of less than 50. the
method of \Vltite (1969) without weights
was used. For the larger sample sizes the
methods of Miller and Freund ( 1965) and
moments were used. Computed shape and
scale parameters for the commercial and
clear groups are presented in Table 5.
Average shape parameters for clear material
and commercial material were 6.35 and
4.04, respectively.
The frequency distributions for computed
shape parameters for the clear and commercial material arc given in Fig. 4. To test
the significance of a given departure from
a mean k value, a silnulation was performed.

SIZE EFFECTS ON TENSION PERI'ENDICULAR-TO-GRAIN

SHAPE PARAMETER

SHAPE PARAMETER
Fic:. 5. Frequency tlistributions for k determined fro111 a two-parameter Weibull distribution with
specified shapes of ( a ) 4.0 and ( b ) 3.9 (sample size 30).

Sanmples of size 30 were selected at random
fro111 a known parent distrib~ltion. A twoparameter cnmolative-distribution function
was fitted and values of the estimated
sh;~peparameter k recorded. The frequency
distributions for 1000 realizations of the

sirnulation are presented in Fig. 5 for values
of k = 4.0 and 4.9. The ranges of estimatedshape parameters for various intervals when
the true values were 4.0 and 4.9 are given in
Table 6. Based on the simulation, one could
not reject the hypothesis that the shape
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5. P I I T U I I I C ~ofC ~c.nnlc~latioe
,\
distrihr~tiot~
fr~t~ctions
1 7 1 ~~pccimenand source

'~AI~LE
--

-

~

:p~~i~lieri*

Average
volulile
inch3

Salnple
size

Scale
lparaineter
psi

S!lape
para~~~eter

Source

Fox (1974)

Thut (1970)
Madsen (1972)
Peterson (1973)
.---

Mean
s.d.

4.04
1.14

car - M ! y i
Schniewind
& Lyan (19131

Necked s p e ~ i m e n
1 x 1.625 n b

S t i e d a (1965)

5.13 n 5.13

A

24

Madsen (1972)

ASTM

WFPL ( u n p u b l i s h e d )
Mean
8.d.

~

~

*

-

. .
.-

-

..

6.35-+
2.16

.- -.
-.- - ...-.
- .-.--

Fii~ininal nioist.~ire c o n t e n t o f a l l t e s t s 12':
:.ti l l c r and Freund (1965)
Mdnti-Whltney t e s t hetween shdpe parailleteis of co1111nercia1and c l e a r r n a t e r l a l a t t a i n t h e 2'

paralncters co~np\ltcci for individllal tests
were representative values that would be
ol~tainetlfrom a parent distribution with the
shape pararneter equal to means given in
Table 5. The shape parameters estimated
1)y the average of iildividual test values
(6.35 and 4.04) were lo\ver than the least~~~~~~~e fit estimates deter~lli~led
by the plotting method, which were 7.7 and 4.7 for
thc clear and commercial groups.
For the purposes of subsequent analyses,
it is important to determine whether a
"best" estimate of the shape parameter for
the co~nmercialand the clear material can
be ol)tai~~ed.
The 95% co~lficlencelimits for
thc two estimates of the shape parameters
were calculated using conventional technicyues. The upper and lower bounds for the
slinpc parameter k determined according to

level (2 t a i l )

are

where

and

sc =G

(29)

t the appropriate value of Student's
t for 11- 1 degrees of freedom.
For the co~nrnercialmaterial 3.19 < i < 4.83
and for the clear material 4.35 < k < 8.35.
To compute the range of k estimated by the
method, recall the rearession
coefficient b = l/k', where k' is the shape
parameter estimated by regressioil methods.
The 95% confidence limits for the slope b
<,

(26)
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TABLE6. Range of shal,c parameter corri,sl)or~ilii~g
to gir;en i.ci~tralinteruals obtained b y \i~nulation
Central
interval

(7;)

Range of shape parar~ieter

.-

t r u e valiie 4 . 0

t r u e value 4.9

U

L L

LL

LL

*CIJIIIIIIP~CI~I
Clrar

0
U

1

-

I

I

-

_

1

7

I

VOLUME ( I n i
['I(;. 6 . Effrct of volunlc o11 the coefficient of
lariation for u n i f o ~ n l loadetl
l~
blocks.

between coefficient of variation and volume.
If a weakest-link model was applicable, then
the coefficient of variation should decrease
if a nonzero lower limit on strength exists,
can be computed according to
or remain constant if XI = 0. The cxperimentally determined coefficients of variation are plotted vs. volume in Fig. 6. These
results suggest no distinct trend except
that the coefficient of variation does not
appear to be increasing with volume.
Therefore, using this measure of fit the
where s', ,= conditional variance of y weakest-link hypothesis is supported.
Experimental results provided by Stieda,
given x, i.e. residual mean
Schniewind and Lyon (1973), and the
square after fit,
t = the appropriate value of Stu- ASTM strength values can now be corrected
dent's t for 11 - 2 degrees of freedom. for effects of the nonuniform stress distribution using the techniques presented earlier.
For tlie colnmercinl material - 0.149 < b <
1. Bending tests
- 0.258, or 3.87 < k' < 6.69 and for the
clear nlaterial - 0.437 8 11 <
0.177, or
The tensile strength of a ~~nifonnly
loaded
2.286 < k' < u~ldefiaed. The upper bound volume Vrl.= \.'I$ can he computetl from a
on k was lal~elledundefil~edbecause it is bending test according to Eq. 20.
predicted to be negative.
The confidence bounds predicted for k
c ~ ~k'~ for
c l both the comn~ercialand clear
material have considerable overlap; there- assuming k = 7.68
fore there does not appear to be any basis
for accepting one particular estimate over
another. Initially it was anticipated that the Therefore the equivalent nnifonn tensile
least-squares regression estinlate ( k') would stresses are 474 and 435 psi for the 4.5
1)e the "best," but the analysis has shown
that the confidence limits are wider for k' T A H L7 .~ Effcct o f fitting tcchniclr~eO I L coit~j,rhtcd
than k. However, for the purposcs of sub- ~ h a p cand scale paratncters for 374 ASTM tension
l)c~r))e~~dictrlar-to-grair~
specirnei~r
\ccluent analyses, the value of k (letermined
---.-.
from the regression of log strength vs. log
Fitting
k
'0
technique
\~olunie by weighting mean specimen
\trengths by salnple size for all data comM i l l e r and Freund
3.6060
489.80
bined are used, i.e. k = 4.9.
Muillen ts
3.1508
494.85
Recall that Eq. 8 showed the rc$lntionship --- ---

+

-
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inches:' and 6 inches:' specimens. respectively. These results are plotted in Fig. 3.

2. ASTM tests
The strength of an equivalent uiliforinly
loaded unit volume is given by

J3ecause of the con~plcx distri1)ution of
stresses perpendicular to the grain, the
integration was performed numerically using stresses derived from a two-diniensional
finite element analysis of the ASTM specimen. The reslllts of the analysis can be
expressed according to

T A I ~ L8.E Iii~ctor.r I L . T C ~ to correct for c:ffccts of
uolrrine ni~rlstre.cs tlistrihlltion in thc ASTM tcr~sion
block
Shape
parameter

effect has been identified and the weakestlink concept of failure has been applied to
explain changes in mean strength with volume. The hypothesis that a weakest-link hypothesis applies was accepted on the basis
of the high coefficients of determination
where tr,,,:,, is the nominal stress at failure ( R G 00.5) ohtained by least-squares refor the ASTM specimen and 0 is a parameter gressions relating log volume to log strength.
that incorporates the effects of the non- The strength-volume relationships obtained
uniform stress distribution and volume suggest that, for specimens cut from c!onichange to unit volume. The dependence of niercial glued-laminated beams, the average
tensile strength perpendicular-to-grain is
011 the assunled shape parameter is given
in Table 8. The transformed strength of the reduced to the presrnt allowable stress of 65
ASTX4 specimeil computed using Eq. 3 is psi (dry service conditions and normal load
467 psi for k = 7.68 and 452 psi fork = 4.63. duration; CSA 086) at a specimen volulne of
These values agree closely with the strengths approximately 10,000 inches3 (Fig. 3 ) .
for a unit volume predicted fro111 the regres- From the limited data available, it appears
sion ecluations for clear and co~nmercial that a rednction in strength with increasing
~natc:rial, which were 470 psi and 460 psi, volume for clear material may be considerably less. It is important to note that the
respective1y.
reductions in strength observed esperi3. Nvcked specinlei1
il~cntallywere obtained in short-term tests
13y replacing the curved portions at the under esseiitially constant enviroiimental
elids of the specimen with straight lines conditions. Effects of time and environjoining the ends of the arcs, the following mental change would be expected to further
reduce these strength values and 111ust be
aplxosimate analysis \v;~sobtained:
accounted for in the development of working stresses. Recent work by Madsen
(1972) and Peterson (1973) suggests that
Tr:lnsforining to a uniformly loaded volunie the duration of load effect in tension perof 0.225 inch", tr.y = 0.95 tr for k = 7.68. pe~ldicular-to-the-grainmay be considerably
Therefore, the error in the assunled strength larger than previously anticipated.
at a liliiforinly loaded volume of 0.225 inch3
It is important to realize that the weakestis less than 5%. For the purposes of this link model provides a conservative e,stimate
investigation, no additional refinement was of t l ~ crelationship between strength and
consiclcred necessaiy.
volume, as it assumes that total failure
occurs when the weakest element fails.
DISCUSSION
There is no possibility of load trar~sferor
On the l~asisof an ailalysis of tel~siletests load redistributio~~
assumed, which may be
pc,rpeildicular-to-graiil in Douglas-fir, a size possible in the real material. The analysis

SIZE ISFYECTS O N TENSION I'ERPENDICULAR-TO-G13AIN

presented in this study suggests that, while
the weakest-link assumption is conservative,
it does in fact accuratelv model the behavior
of wood loaded in tension perpendicnlar-tograin for the range of specimen volumes
studied.
The choice of a two-parameter Weibull
distribution function (i.e. minimum strength
:issunled to be zero) simplified analysis. I t
also is considered acceptable, particularly
for representing strength in tension perpendicular-to-grain. No nlinirnu~l~nonzero
strength for wood, particularly in tension
perpendicular-to-grain, can be justified theoretically without employing some selection
process such as proof loading. Normally,
in the process of specimen preparation, a
selection process is operative that provides
ultimately a tnincated distribution, if only
by virtue of the fact that specimens must
have a finite strength to survive until a
specirnen reaches a testing machine. The
two-parameter cumulative distribl~tionfunctions, when plotted, show an acceptabIe fit
to experimental data. There are cases, however, where the skewness suggested by the
experimental data is not consistel~twith the
skewness defined by the cumulative-distribution function. Larger sample sizes would
11e required accurately to characterize the
skewness and the material cun~ulativedistribution functions, a fact dramatically
demonstrated by the simnlation results even
with small sal-nples.
Leicester (1973) defined a size parameter
s according to
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use such estimates to predict behavior. For
example, Leicester ( 1973) suggests that the
size effect s = 0.10 determined frorn test of
geometrically similar, clear Douglas-fir
bearns would suggest an area effect and an
area effect was not reported by Hohannen
(1966) in sin~ilartests. Although a crosssectional area effect was not reported,
13ohannen did retain Inieibull :issumptions to
predict a size effect for geometrically similar beams loaded sinlilarly according to

where tr is the maximum strength in bending
and D is the beaim depth.
Using Eg. 14 and Eq. 36, the relationship
between the size coefficient and the shape
parameter can be determined, for sinlilarly
loaded bearns of constant width, s = 2/k.
The theoretical size parameter s = 119 ( k =
18) agrees very closely with the value s =
0.10 ( k = 20), which Leicester ( 1973) predicted from tlie data of Comben ( 1957).
The danger of relying on single-parameter
estimates of size parameters ( s or l / k ) is
emphasized bj7 the variations in computed
shape parameters obtained using different
fitting methods. The shape parameters
obtained for the 374 ASTM speciulens using
two clifferent fitting methods are presented
in Table 7. The variation of k with fitting
method, eve11 for large sample sizes in conjunction with the sampling variation to be
expected with small sample sizes (see Fig.
S ) , suggests that great care must be taken in
predicting size effects. Certainly tests at
one volume, even with a large sample size,
should not be used to estimate size effects.
Lcicester has shown that the theoretical size This is exemplified by the difference
parameter s can be deternlinetl from the 1,etween k determined from the curnulative
coefficient of variation of an assumed distribution function for the 374 ASTM
\Veibull distribution according to
speciincns and the k computed frorn Fig. 3
for the clear or co~nmercialmaterial.
This rese:lrch has demonstrated that a
where cv = coefficient of variation and n = large size effect exists for Douglas-fir that
1,2,3 depending on whether failure is depen- has not previously been doculnented or
(lent on length, area, or volume. Single- c~uantified for tensile strength perpenparameter estimates of this type can be use- dicular-to-the-grain. Rational development
ful in studying the fundamental aspects of of allowable working stresses must account
underlying distribntion, but considerable for the size effect. This has been accomcare must be exercisecl in any attempts to plished in development of allowable bend-
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ing stress by reducing the basic working
\tress in accordance with Eq. 38. A similar
technique could be applied to the develop~
ment of working stresses for t e n s i o ~perpendicular-to-the-g.r;~ir~.
The
basic
working.
"
"
\tres\ is normally derived by reducing
average strength to account for material
variability. The regression ecluations plotted
in Fig. 3 show the change in mean strength
\\lit11 volmme and a tolerance band can be
coniputed that will encompass a given percchntage of the data points plotted. The
lower l~otmdof a 90% expectation tolerance
interval cuts off an expected 5% of the
polx~lation. This bound is plotted in Fig. 2
for all data cited. The use of such a simple
size-effect model employed for bending
\voulcl prol~ablyseverely restrict design and
it appears that a rnore refined analysis may
I)e rrcfuired to optimize design of structures
511ch ;I\ pitched-tapered or curved beams. It
is important to recognize that these size
effect5 have been characterized for statically loaded specimens under esse~ltially
c,)n\tant environmrntal conditioris (Fox
1974). I<esults of recent studies on load
duration eftects in tension perpendicular-tograin have accentuated the need for further
study of load duratiol~effects before final
tlecisions are made on new working stresses
for tension perpendicular-to-gr~1i11.
L,

CONC:LUSIoR'S

1. The tellsile strength of Douglas-fir
pelyel~clicular-to-the-grain is strongly affected 1)y the volume and stress distribution
within a specimen.
2. Thc strength-vollirne relntio~~ship
observed is described by a weakest-link
strength concept baseci on a two-parameter
T\'r,il~ullculnulative-distribution function.
3. The experimental data suggest that a
short-term test of a specimen with volume
10,000 inches:' would have a mean strength
of approxi~nately65 psi, which is the currently allowal~le working stress for dry
service conditions and normal load duration.
4. The experimental data suggest that the
~li:~g~~ittlcle
of tll(1 size effect is dependent on
the clt~ulityof the material in the spc*cirnen.
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